
Grade 4 MATH Curriculum revised 2017-2018 
 

Unit 7 Overview 
3-D Geometry and Measurement 

Moving Between Solids and Silhouettes 
 Weeks 23-25 

Alma School District’s Mathematics Curriculum is a problem-solving curriculum aligned 
with Arkansas Department of Education Mathematics Standards and delivered through 
CGI concepts and an Investigative Approach to mathematics.  
 

Stage 1 - Desired Results 

FOCUS STANDARDS 
Focus standards are the big ideas of mathematics and the content emphasis of the 
unit modules. Supporting standards are addressed through instruction and should 
help guide instructional decisions to meet focus standards. Once introduced, both 
focus standards and supporting standards should be used and applied throughout the 
year.  Grade 4 Math Year At A Glance 

MATHEMATICAL PRACTICE  
Mathematical Practices will be explicitly taught at the beginning of each school year 
and should then be embedded in classroom instruction, discussions and activities. 
They describe the kind of mathematical teaching and learning to be fostered in the 
classroom. Not every Mathematical Practice (MP) will be present in every lesson, but 
every lesson will involve some of the MPs. And all 8 MPs will be routinely expected 
throughout.  

STANDARDS  PRACTICES 

Investigation 1 - Geometric Solids (4 days) 

4.OA.1  
• Interpret a multiplication equation as a comparison (e.g., interpret 35 = 
5 × 7 as a statement that 35 is 5 times as many as 7 and 7 times as 
many as 5)  
• Represent verbal statements of multiplicative comparisons as 
multiplication equations  
4.OA.2  
• Multiply or divide to solve word problems involving multiplicative 
comparison  
• Use drawings and equations with a letter for the unknown number to 
represent the problem, distinguishing multiplicative comparison from 
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https://drive.google.com/a/almasd.net/file/d/1qKdYPXrHei_CLLDJBBzEKfNYq0UN_YP-/view?usp=sharing
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additive comparison  
4.OA.3  
• Solve multistep word problems posed with whole numbers and having 
whole-number answers using the four operations, including problems in 
which remainders must be interpreted. Represent these problems using 
equations with a letter standing for the unknown quantity  
• Assess the reasonableness of answers using mental computation and 
estimation strategies including rounding  
4.OA.4  
• Find all factor pairs for a whole number in the range 1-100  
• Recognize that a whole number is a multiple of each of its factors  
• Determine whether a given whole number in the range 1-100 is a 
multiple of a given one-digit number  
• Determine whether a given whole number in the range 1-100 is prime or 
composite  
Note: Informal classroom discussion might include divisibility rules, finding patterns and 
other strategies. 
4.OA.C.5  
• Generate a number or shape pattern that follows a given rule  
• Identify apparent features of the pattern that were not explicit in the rule 
itself 
For example: Given the rule "Add 3" and the starting number 1, generate terms in the 
resulting sequence and observe that the terms appear to alternate between odd and even 
numbers. Explain why the numbers will continue to alternate in this way.  
4.NBT.1  
Recognize that in a multi-digit whole number, a digit in one place 
represents ten times what it represents in the place to its right For 
example: Recognize that 700 ÷ 70 = 10 or 700 =10x70 by applying 
concepts of place value and division.  
4.NBT.2  
• Read and write multi-digit whole numbers using base-ten numerals, 
number names, and expanded form  
• Compare two multi-digit numbers based on meanings of the digits in 
each place, using symbols (>, =, <) to record the results of comparisons  
4.NBT.3  
Use place value understanding to round multi-digit whole numbers to any 
place 
4.NBT.4  
Add and subtract multi-digit whole numbers with computational fluency 
using a standard algorithm  
Notes:  
• Computational fluency is defined as a student’s ability to efficiently and 
accurately solve a problem with some degree of flexibility with their 
strategies.  
• A standard algorithm can be viewed as, but should not be limited to, the 
traditional recording system.  
• A standard algorithm denotes any valid base-ten strategy.  
4.NBT.5  
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• Multiply a whole number of up to four digits by a one-digit whole 
number, and multiply two two digit numbers, using strategies based on 
place value and the properties of operations  
• Illustrate and explain the calculation by using equations, rectangular 
arrays, and area models  
Note: Properties of operations need to be referenced.  
4.NBT.6  
• Find whole-number quotients and remainders with up to four-digit 
dividends and one-digit divisors, using strategies based on place value, 
the properties of operations, and the relationship between multiplication 
and division  
• Illustrate and explain the calculation by using equations, rectangular 
arrays, and area models 
4.NF.1  
• By using visual fraction models, explain why a fraction a/b is equivalent 
to a fraction (n × a)/(n × b) with attention to how the number and size of 
the parts differ even though the two fractions themselves are the same 
size  
• Use this principle to recognize and generate equivalent fractions 
For example: 1/5 is equivalent to (2x1) / (2x5).  
4.NF.2 
• Compare two fractions with different numerators and different 
denominators (e.g., by creating common denominators or numerators, or 
by comparing to a benchmark fraction such as ½)  
• Recognize that comparisons are valid only when the two fractions refer 
to the same whole. Record the results of comparisons with symbols (>, =, 
<), and justify the conclusions (e.g., by using a visual fraction model) 
4.NF.3  
Understand a fraction a/b with a > 1 as a sum of fractions 1/b (e.g., 
3/8=1/8+1/8+1/8):  
• Understand addition and subtraction of fractions as joining and 
separating parts referring to the same whole  
• Decompose a fraction into a sum of fractions with the same 
denominator in more than one way, recording each decomposition by an 
equation and justify decompositions (e.g., by using a visual fraction 
model) (e.g., 3/8 = 1/8 + 1/8 + 1/8 ; 3/8 = 1/8 + 2/8 ; 2 1/8 = 1 + 1 + 1/8 = 
8/8 + 8/8 + 1/8)  
• Add and subtract mixed numbers with like denominators (e.g., by using 
properties of operations and the relationship between addition and 
subtraction and by replacing each number with an equivalent fraction)  
• Solve word problems involving addition and subtraction of fractions 
referring to the same whole and having like denominators (e.g., by using 
visual fraction models and equations to represent the problem) Note: 
Converting a mixed number to an improper fraction should not be viewed 
as a separate technique to be learned by rote memorization, but simply a 
case of fraction addition (e.g., 7 1/5 =7 + 1/5 = 35/5 + 1/5 = 36/5).  
4.NB.4  



Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication to multiply a 
fraction by a whole number:  
• Understand a fraction a/b as a multiple of 1/b (e.g., Use a visual fraction 
model to represent 5/4 as the product 5 × (1/4), recording the conclusion 
by the equation 5/4 = 5 × (1/4))  
• Understand a multiple of a/b as a multiple of 1/b, and use this 
understanding to multiply a fraction by a whole number (e.g., Use a visual 
fraction model to express 3 × (2/5) as 6 × (1/5), recognizing this product 
as 6/5 (In general, n × (a/b) = (n × a)/b))  
• Solve word problems involving multiplication of a fraction by a whole 
number (e.g., by using visual fraction models and equations to represent 
the problem) For example: If each person at a party will eat 3/8 of a 
pound of roast beef, and there will be 5 people at the party, how many 
pounds of roast beef will be needed? Between what two whole numbers 
does your answer lie?  
Note: Emphasis should be placed on the relationship of how the unit fraction relates to the 
multiple of the fraction. 
4.NF.5  
Express a fraction with denominator 10 as an equivalent fraction with 
denominator 100, and use this technique to add two fractions with 
respective denominators 10 and 100 For example: Express 3/10 as 
30/100, and add 3/10 + 4/100 = 34/100.  
Note: Students who can generate equivalent fractions can develop strategies for adding 
fractions with unlike denominators in general. However, addition and subtraction with 
unlike denominators in general is not a requirement at this grade.  
4.NF.6  
Use decimal notation for fractions with denominators 10 or 100 For 
example: Write 0.62 as 62/100; describe a length as 0.62 meters; locate 
0.62 on a number line diagram.  
4.NF.7  
• Compare two decimals to hundredths by reasoning about their size  
• Recognize that comparisons are valid only when the two decimals refer 
to the same whole  
• Record the results of comparisons using symbols (>, =, <), and justify 
the conclusions (e.g., by using a visual model) 
4.MD.1  
• Know relative sizes of measurement units within one system of units 
including km, m, cm; kg, g; lb, oz.; l, ml; hr, min, sec; yd, ft, in; gal, qt, pt, 
c  
• Within a single system of measurement, express measurements in the 
form of a larger unit in terms of a smaller unit. Record measurement 
equivalents in a two-column table  
For example: Know that 1 ft is 12 times as long as 1 in. Express the length of a 4 ft snake 
as 48 in. Generate a conversion table for feet and inches listing the number pairs (1, 12), 
(2, 24), and (3, 36).  
4.MD.2  
• Use the four operations to solve word problems involving distances, 
intervals of time, liquid volumes, masses of objects, and money including 



the ability to make change; including problems involving simple fractions 
or decimals, and problems that require expressing measurements given 
in a larger unit in terms of a smaller unit  
• Represent measurement quantities using diagrams such as number line 
diagrams that feature a measurement scale  
Note: This is a standard that may be addressed throughout the year 
focusing on different context.  
4.MD.3  
Apply the area and perimeter formulas for rectangles in real world and 
mathematical problems  
For example: Find the width of a rectangular room given the area of the flooring and the 
length, by viewing the area formula as a multiplication equation with an unknown factor. 
4.MD.4  
• Make a line plot to display a data set of measurements in fractions of a 
unit (e.g., 1/2, 1/4, 1/8)  
• Solve problems involving addition and subtraction of fractions by using 
information presented in line plots  
For example: From a line plot, find and interpret the difference in length between the 
longest and shortest specimens in an insect collection. 
4.MD.5  
Recognize angles as geometric shapes that are formed wherever two 
rays share a common endpoint, and understand concepts of angle 
measurement:  
• An angle is measured with reference to a circle with its center at the 
common endpoint of the rays, by considering the fraction of the circular 
arc between the points where the two rays intersect the circle  
• An angle that turns through 1/360 of a circle is called a "one-degree 
angle," and can be used to measure angles  
• An angle that turns through n one-degree angles is said to have an 
angle measure of n degree  
Note: Use the degree symbol (e.g., 360°).  
4.MD.6  
• Measure angles in whole-number degrees using a protractor  
• Sketch angles of specified measure  
4.MD.7  
• Recognize angle measure as additive. When an angle is decomposed 
into non-overlapping parts, the angle measure of the whole is the sum of 
the angle measures of the parts  
• Solve addition and subtraction problems to find unknown angles on a 
diagram in real world and mathematical problems  
For example: Use an equation with a symbol for the unknown angle measure. 
4.G.1  
• Draw points, lines, line segments, rays, angles (right, acute, obtuse), 
and perpendicular and parallel lines  
• Identify these in two-dimensional figures  
4.G.2  
• Classify two-dimensional figures based on the presence or absence of 
parallel or perpendicular lines, or the presence or absence of angles of a 



specified size  
• Recognize right triangles as a category and identify right triangles  
Note: Trapezoids will be defined to be a quadrilateral with at least one 
pair of opposite sides parallel, therefore all parallelograms are trapezoids. 
4.G.3  
• Recognize a line of symmetry for a two-dimensional figure as a line 
across the figure such that the figure can be folded along the line into 
matching parts  
• Identify line-symmetric figures and draw lines of symmetry 

Investigation 2 - Making and Visualizing Cube Buildings (5 days) 

4.OA.1  
• Interpret a multiplication equation as a comparison (e.g., interpret 35 = 
5 × 7 as a statement that 35 is 5 times as many as 7 and 7 times as 
many as 5)  
• Represent verbal statements of multiplicative comparisons as 
multiplication equations  
4.OA.2  
• Multiply or divide to solve word problems involving multiplicative 
comparison  
• Use drawings and equations with a letter for the unknown number to 
represent the problem, distinguishing multiplicative comparison from 
additive comparison  
4.OA.3  
• Solve multistep word problems posed with whole numbers and having 
whole-number answers using the four operations, including problems in 
which remainders must be interpreted. Represent these problems using 
equations with a letter standing for the unknown quantity  
• Assess the reasonableness of answers using mental computation and 
estimation strategies including rounding  
4.OA.4  
• Find all factor pairs for a whole number in the range 1-100  
• Recognize that a whole number is a multiple of each of its factors  
• Determine whether a given whole number in the range 1-100 is a 
multiple of a given one-digit number  
• Determine whether a given whole number in the range 1-100 is prime or 
composite  
Note: Informal classroom discussion might include divisibility rules, finding patterns and 
other strategies. 
4.OA.C.5  
• Generate a number or shape pattern that follows a given rule  
• Identify apparent features of the pattern that were not explicit in the rule 
itself 
For example: Given the rule "Add 3" and the starting number 1, generate terms in the 
resulting sequence and observe that the terms appear to alternate between odd and even 
numbers. Explain why the numbers will continue to alternate in this way.  
4.NBT.1  
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Recognize that in a multi-digit whole number, a digit in one place 
represents ten times what it represents in the place to its right For 
example: Recognize that 700 ÷ 70 = 10 or 700 =10x70 by applying 
concepts of place value and division.  
4.NBT.2  
• Read and write multi-digit whole numbers using base-ten numerals, 
number names, and expanded form  
• Compare two multi-digit numbers based on meanings of the digits in 
each place, using symbols (>, =, <) to record the results of comparisons  
4.NBT.3  
Use place value understanding to round multi-digit whole numbers to any 
place 
4.NBT.4  
Add and subtract multi-digit whole numbers with computational fluency 
using a standard algorithm  
Notes:  
• Computational fluency is defined as a student’s ability to efficiently and 
accurately solve a problem with some degree of flexibility with their 
strategies.  
• A standard algorithm can be viewed as, but should not be limited to, the 
traditional recording system.  
• A standard algorithm denotes any valid base-ten strategy.  
4.NBT.5  
• Multiply a whole number of up to four digits by a one-digit whole 
number, and multiply two two digit numbers, using strategies based on 
place value and the properties of operations  
• Illustrate and explain the calculation by using equations, rectangular 
arrays, and area models  
Note: Properties of operations need to be referenced.  
4.NBT.6  
• Find whole-number quotients and remainders with up to four-digit 
dividends and one-digit divisors, using strategies based on place value, 
the properties of operations, and the relationship between multiplication 
and division  
• Illustrate and explain the calculation by using equations, rectangular 
arrays, and area models 
4.NF.1  
• By using visual fraction models, explain why a fraction a/b is equivalent 
to a fraction (n × a)/(n × b) with attention to how the number and size of 
the parts differ even though the two fractions themselves are the same 
size  
• Use this principle to recognize and generate equivalent fractions 
For example: 1/5 is equivalent to (2x1) / (2x5).  
4.NF.2 
• Compare two fractions with different numerators and different 
denominators (e.g., by creating common denominators or numerators, or 
by comparing to a benchmark fraction such as ½)  



• Recognize that comparisons are valid only when the two fractions refer 
to the same whole. Record the results of comparisons with symbols (>, =, 
<), and justify the conclusions (e.g., by using a visual fraction model) 
4.NF.3  
Understand a fraction a/b with a > 1 as a sum of fractions 1/b (e.g., 
3/8=1/8+1/8+1/8):  
• Understand addition and subtraction of fractions as joining and 
separating parts referring to the same whole  
• Decompose a fraction into a sum of fractions with the same 
denominator in more than one way, recording each decomposition by an 
equation and justify decompositions (e.g., by using a visual fraction 
model) (e.g., 3/8 = 1/8 + 1/8 + 1/8 ; 3/8 = 1/8 + 2/8 ; 2 1/8 = 1 + 1 + 1/8 = 
8/8 + 8/8 + 1/8)  
• Add and subtract mixed numbers with like denominators (e.g., by using 
properties of operations and the relationship between addition and 
subtraction and by replacing each number with an equivalent fraction)  
• Solve word problems involving addition and subtraction of fractions 
referring to the same whole and having like denominators (e.g., by using 
visual fraction models and equations to represent the problem) Note: 
Converting a mixed number to an improper fraction should not be viewed 
as a separate technique to be learned by rote memorization, but simply a 
case of fraction addition (e.g., 7 1/5 =7 + 1/5 = 35/5 + 1/5 = 36/5).  
4.NB.4  
Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication to multiply a 
fraction by a whole number:  
• Understand a fraction a/b as a multiple of 1/b (e.g., Use a visual fraction 
model to represent 5/4 as the product 5 × (1/4), recording the conclusion 
by the equation 5/4 = 5 × (1/4))  
• Understand a multiple of a/b as a multiple of 1/b, and use this 
understanding to multiply a fraction by a whole number (e.g., Use a visual 
fraction model to express 3 × (2/5) as 6 × (1/5), recognizing this product 
as 6/5 (In general, n × (a/b) = (n × a)/b))  
• Solve word problems involving multiplication of a fraction by a whole 
number (e.g., by using visual fraction models and equations to represent 
the problem) For example: If each person at a party will eat 3/8 of a 
pound of roast beef, and there will be 5 people at the party, how many 
pounds of roast beef will be needed? Between what two whole numbers 
does your answer lie?  
Note: Emphasis should be placed on the relationship of how the unit fraction relates to the 
multiple of the fraction. 
4.NF.5  
Express a fraction with denominator 10 as an equivalent fraction with 
denominator 100, and use this technique to add two fractions with 
respective denominators 10 and 100 For example: Express 3/10 as 
30/100, and add 3/10 + 4/100 = 34/100.  
Note: Students who can generate equivalent fractions can develop strategies for adding 
fractions with unlike denominators in general. However, addition and subtraction with 
unlike denominators in general is not a requirement at this grade.  



4.NF.6  
Use decimal notation for fractions with denominators 10 or 100 For 
example: Write 0.62 as 62/100; describe a length as 0.62 meters; locate 
0.62 on a number line diagram.  
4.NF.7  
• Compare two decimals to hundredths by reasoning about their size  
• Recognize that comparisons are valid only when the two decimals refer 
to the same whole  
• Record the results of comparisons using symbols (>, =, <), and justify 
the conclusions (e.g., by using a visual model) 
4.MD.1  
• Know relative sizes of measurement units within one system of units 
including km, m, cm; kg, g; lb, oz.; l, ml; hr, min, sec; yd, ft, in; gal, qt, pt, 
c  
• Within a single system of measurement, express measurements in the 
form of a larger unit in terms of a smaller unit. Record measurement 
equivalents in a two-column table  
For example: Know that 1 ft is 12 times as long as 1 in. Express the length of a 4 ft snake 
as 48 in. Generate a conversion table for feet and inches listing the number pairs (1, 12), 
(2, 24), and (3, 36).  
4.MD.2  
• Use the four operations to solve word problems involving distances, 
intervals of time, liquid volumes, masses of objects, and money including 
the ability to make change; including problems involving simple fractions 
or decimals, and problems that require expressing measurements given 
in a larger unit in terms of a smaller unit  
• Represent measurement quantities using diagrams such as number line 
diagrams that feature a measurement scale  
Note: This is a standard that may be addressed throughout the year 
focusing on different context.  
4.MD.3  
Apply the area and perimeter formulas for rectangles in real world and 
mathematical problems  
For example: Find the width of a rectangular room given the area of the flooring and the 
length, by viewing the area formula as a multiplication equation with an unknown factor. 
4.MD.4  
• Make a line plot to display a data set of measurements in fractions of a 
unit (e.g., 1/2, 1/4, 1/8)  
• Solve problems involving addition and subtraction of fractions by using 
information presented in line plots  
For example: From a line plot, find and interpret the difference in length between the 
longest and shortest specimens in an insect collection. 
4.MD.5  
Recognize angles as geometric shapes that are formed wherever two 
rays share a common endpoint, and understand concepts of angle 
measurement:  
• An angle is measured with reference to a circle with its center at the 
common endpoint of the rays, by considering the fraction of the circular 



arc between the points where the two rays intersect the circle  
• An angle that turns through 1/360 of a circle is called a "one-degree 
angle," and can be used to measure angles  
• An angle that turns through n one-degree angles is said to have an 
angle measure of n degree  
Note: Use the degree symbol (e.g., 360°).  
4.MD.6  
• Measure angles in whole-number degrees using a protractor  
• Sketch angles of specified measure  
4.MD.7  
• Recognize angle measure as additive. When an angle is decomposed 
into non-overlapping parts, the angle measure of the whole is the sum of 
the angle measures of the parts  
• Solve addition and subtraction problems to find unknown angles on a 
diagram in real world and mathematical problems  
For example: Use an equation with a symbol for the unknown angle measure. 
4.G.1  
• Draw points, lines, line segments, rays, angles (right, acute, obtuse), 
and perpendicular and parallel lines  
• Identify these in two-dimensional figures  
4.G.2  
• Classify two-dimensional figures based on the presence or absence of 
parallel or perpendicular lines, or the presence or absence of angles of a 
specified size  
• Recognize right triangles as a category and identify right triangles  
Note: Trapezoids will be defined to be a quadrilateral with at least one 
pair of opposite sides parallel, therefore all parallelograms are trapezoids. 
4.G.3  
• Recognize a line of symmetry for a two-dimensional figure as a line 
across the figure such that the figure can be folded along the line into 
matching parts  
• Identify line-symmetric figures and draw lines of symmetry 

Investigation 3 - Understanding Volume (5 days) 

4.NBT.2  
• Read and write multi-digit whole numbers using base-ten numerals, 
number names, and expanded form  
• Compare two multi-digit numbers based on meanings of the digits in 
each place, using symbols (>, =, <) to record the results of comparisons  
4.NF.7  
• Compare two decimals to hundredths by reasoning about their size  
• Recognize that comparisons are valid only when the two decimals refer 
to the same whole  
• Record the results of comparisons using symbols (>, =, <), and justify 
the conclusions (e.g., by using a visual model) 
4.MD.1  
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• Know relative sizes of measurement units within one system of units 
including km, m, cm; kg, g; lb, oz.; l, ml; hr, min, sec; yd, ft, in; gal, qt, pt, 
c  
• Within a single system of measurement, express measurements in the 
form of a larger unit in terms of a smaller unit. Record measurement 
equivalents in a two-column table  
For example: Know that 1 ft is 12 times as long as 1 in. Express the length of a 4 ft snake 
as 48 in. Generate a conversion table for feet and inches listing the number pairs (1, 12), 
(2, 24), and (3, 36).  
4.MD.2  
• Use the four operations to solve word problems involving distances, 
intervals of time, liquid volumes, masses of objects, and money including 
the ability to make change; including problems involving simple fractions 
or decimals, and problems that require expressing measurements given 
in a larger unit in terms of a smaller unit  
• Represent measurement quantities using diagrams such as number line 
diagrams that feature a measurement scale  
Note: This is a standard that may be addressed throughout the year 
focusing on different context.  

 Jo Boaler - How you can be good at math and other surprising facts about learning. 

ENDURING UNDERSTANDINGS 
● Identify 2-dimensional silhouettes of 3-dimensional solids (e.g. a cone can project a 

triangular silhouette) 
● Draw 2-dimensional representations showing different perspectives of a 3-dimensional 

object 
● Find the volume of cube buildings and rectangular prisms 

STAGE 2 - ASSESSMENTS 
In addition to the following required diagnostic assessments, each investigation will 
contain numerous informal formative assessments to be used to differentiate and 
reteach identified concepts. 

Assessment Protocol 

ASSESSMENT 1  
(5-6 weeks) 

 

ASSESSMENT 2 
 

ASSESSMENT 3 
 

STAGE 3 - LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3icoSeGqQtY


Lessons in stage 3 are organized into # major Investigations that connect the content 
to the standards of math practice. Each Investigation contains #-# sessions designed 
to provide students opportunities to work on carefully designed tasks that vary in 
difficulty, context, and types. The tasks included in the sessions are Activity, 
Discussion, Math Workshop, Assessment (informal formative assessment), and 
Session Follow-Up (reflection and/or review).  These components of the sessions 
within each Investigation reveal students’ content knowledge and elicit evidence of 
mathematical behaviors. These tasks provide an important opportunity to connect 
content and practices. 

Learning Goal 
(Each session is 1 day unless 

 otherwise noted) 

Lesson/Task Resources/ 
Materials 

Investigation 1: Geometric Solids (4 days) 

Culture: Standards of 
Mathematical Practice 

Teaching mathematical 
practices.  
 

Look for and 
make use of 
structure 

Investigation 1:  
Vocabulary 

prism                     edge                   cylinder 
face                       solid                    vertex 
silhouette   

Session 1.1: 
Students will  

● Describe attributes of geometric 
solids  

● Name geometric solids 
 
 
 

Session 1.1: What’s the Shape? 
Activity: Introducing What’s the 
Shape? 
Student Activity Book p 1 
ELL: 
Discussion:  Words We Use 
Activity: What’s the Shape? 
FA.  
INTERVENTION: 
Practice 
Student Activity Book p 2 
Homework 
Student Activity Book p 3 
Family Letter, M7-M8 

 

Session 1.2: 
Students will  

● Understand how 3-D solids project 
silhouettes with 2-D shapes (for 
example, how a cone can produce 
both triangular and circular 
silhouettes) 

Session 1.2: Silhouettes of 
Geometric Solids 
Activity: Introducing Matching Solids 
and Silhouettes 
Activity: Matching Solids and 
Silhouettes 
Student Activity Book p 5 
FA.  
EXTENSION: 
Discussion: Checking Silhouettes 

Kagan Structure - 
Shoulder Partners 
Management Mat 
 
 
 

https://drive.google.com/a/almasd.net/file/d/1AjhIj0N9D4wcmKgm1KQRIUtOsBhm1Zes/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/almasd.net/file/d/1AjhIj0N9D4wcmKgm1KQRIUtOsBhm1Zes/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/almasd.net/file/d/1AjhIj0N9D4wcmKgm1KQRIUtOsBhm1Zes/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jLTlQVl9oU0IxOEpFY2JWUVNSNXFsZzVfOGlr
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jWTV2alFqVnFDa0o5aS1VYkpiZ2JpMXdoRHhz
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jeEVocnZzMjlwdGlxWmJVQTI0MXc5Ry1uRklz
https://drive.google.com/open?id=16i2n3Bd-QhZ2TG7zp-H43ETB5e8bZDzk
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jQXlHeTZZY1ZVQWQ4QUNlcWVwUk1oa3h3NHRn
https://drive.google.com/a/almasd.net/file/d/1ANz7sDqZWdlci4L6Nfxjh_T-OA1LWMrY/view?usp=sharing


Practice 
Student Activity Book p 6 
Homework 
Family Letter, M9-M10 

Session 1.3: 
Students will  

● Decompose images of 3-D shapes 
and then recombine them to make a 
given structure 

● Visualize what 3-D figures look like 
from different perspectives 

● Understand how 3-D solids project 
silhouettes with 2-D shapes (for 
example, how a cone can produce 
both triangular and circular 
silhouettes) 

Session 1.3: City Landscapes 
Activity: Introducing Quick Images 
Quick Images: 3-D, T74 
Activity: Introducing City Landscapes 
Student Activity Book p 7 
Activity: What Can You See from Here? 
FA.  
INTERVENTION: 
Discussion: City Landscapes 
Practice 
Student Activity Book p 8 
Homework 
Student Activity Book p 9 

  
 

Session 1.4: ASSESSMENT 
Students will 

● Understand how 3-D solids project 
silhouettes with 2-D shapes (for 
example, how a cone can produce 
both triangular and circular 
silhouettes) 

● Visualize what 3-D figures look like 
from different perspectives 

Session 1.4: Assessment: Match 
the Silhouettes 
Activity: What Can You See From 
Here? 
Student Activity Book p 11 
Student Activity Book p 12 
FA.  
INTERVENTION: 
EXTENSION: 
Student Activity Book p 13 
Assessment Activity: Match the 
Silhouettes 
Assessment: Match the Silhouettes, 
M14  
Practice 
Student Activity Book p 14 
Homework 
Student Activity Book p 15 

 

Investigation 2: Making and Visualizing Cube Buildings (5 days) 

Investigation 2:  
Vocabulary 

volume   

Session 2.1: 
Students will 

● Recognize how components of 3-D 
cube buildings come together to 
form the whole building 

● Find the volume of cube buildings 

Session 2.1: Building with 
Cubes 
Activity: Make Cube Buildings 
Student Activity Book p 17 
Student Activity Book p 18 
FA.  
INTERVENTION: 
Discussion: Building Strategies 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0ja08yZHg5YmRicFBjMFdSNFNTSk9sWENfdzc4
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RfBFFebVmnDqK5MvLCfdQSvLQSvcgR1P
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vY0s05toOfZSUcyv53o2O3V1juy9HNm9
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jaVFvbXFsTHhFUFIxZXI1SVhwUzBWSnJ2TU9F
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jVHZhWjdtTEhGdEN1eVk1NmJEVTBkdERIM2Ew
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jZmxFT3ZRRThoOW9WX010bFRjSWVGR2lmT1dJ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jRHRSTTlNXzFNdkY5c0tPcWl6VzlBWGJSZ3dV
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jTkl0TGZ2NXV2eTg1THRLUnBxMUZHbk51enFB
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jSHVHcExiSHVUNWxncFdlUWxzVm1HU2lCbVdV
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1u3-IkPL9396CNSpAmEL4PMX45S4f__uE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1u3-IkPL9396CNSpAmEL4PMX45S4f__uE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jejNwY1FxZ2ZwOGRycmVKR3A1TnlrdTVrXzY4
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jQllFQmpMT0JId0VsYUdLQ2FwM0tCZ3BaUkhV
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jWjBnX2RVNng0M0xFWjh4QlQtcEZNZnM4SmRN
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jeG00NWlydWZWajVwMGNjeEhPc1hSM0xsUmhN


Activity: How Many Cubes? 
FA.  
INTERVENTION: 
ELL: 
Practice 
Student Activity Book p 19 
Homework 
Student Activity Book p 20 

Session 2.2: 
Students will 

● Drawing silhouettes of 3-D cube 
buildings from different perspectives 

Session 2.2: Drawing 
Silhouettes of Cube Buildings 
Activity: Introducing Different 
Silhouettes 
Student Activity Book p 21 
Drawing Silhouettes: An Introduction, 
T77 
Activity: Drawing All Three Views 
Student Activity Book p 22 
Student Activity Book p 23 
FA.  
INTERVENTION: 
EXTENSION: 
Discussion: Describing Our Silhouettes 
Refer to: 
Student Activity Book p 22-23 
Practice 
Student Activity Book p 24 
Homework 
Student Activity Book p 25 

Power Polygons 

Session 2.3: 
Students will 

● Drawing silhouettes of 3-D cube 
buildings from different perspectives 

 

Session 2.3: Drawing Before 
Building 
Activity: Drawing Before Building 
Student Activity Book p 27 
FA.  
INTERVENTION: 
EXTENSION: 
Discussion: Strategies for Drawing 
Refer to: 
Student Activity Book p 27 
Activity: Silhouettes of Buildings 
Refer to: 
Student Activity Book p 22-23 
Student Activity Book p 28 
Practice 
Student Activity Book p 29 

Kagan Structure - 
Face Partners 
Management Mat 
 
 
 

Session 2.4: 
Students will 

● Integrate different silhouettes of an 
object, both to form a mental model 
and to build the whole object 

Session 2.4: Integrating Views 
to Make a Cube Building 
Activity: Introducing Building from 
Silhouettes 
Student Activity Book p 30 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jT2FEZVlSZ2VycDZmVlJCQVBjSTdGbTZTVWxV
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jc2s3UlpBWGJacUhsX0tQVlBIV045TnhJYmZF
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0ja3BfcklneTY4aXJuRWtoYnlWa19YQnlSR0VB
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hnOwZxiWVR56z7v8WghDgpV9Cud9EtTy
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hnOwZxiWVR56z7v8WghDgpV9Cud9EtTy
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jbHRBUnNUSUNJNmpUR3FlQ0I3ckdHN2dhenZz
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jMVlZNm9HN1FQdWdNYXA0OVU1bEMxWWM0QURB
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jQ3UwVllYc2J3dmJaSDd1bG5wS3JVLXBsSi13
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jSUZSOWJoVTVHTGNOLWNIMlU0MEo0YWFQOFhz
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jNjJVMjJFY0pMdmE5ZE80azlKU3dYZzZRbkJR
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jQzlPMjMzRDFtSERBZEM1cjZMTnRyeTZqTTg4
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jMFlpRVRfTXhzUFNQNVF0TFp4dWRnd2I4V0Zn
https://drive.google.com/a/almasd.net/file/d/1ANz7sDqZWdlci4L6Nfxjh_T-OA1LWMrY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jWGdZdmhRN0VIVDgyN2Uxd19iM2g0Nm0tblNj


Discussion: Comparing Buildings 
Activity: Building from Silhouettes 
FA.  
EXTENSION: 
Practice 
Student Activity Book p 31 
Homework 
Student Activity Book p 32 

Session 2.5:  ASSESSMENT 
Students will 

● Visualize what 3-D figures look like 
from different perspectives 

● Drawing silhouettes of 3-D cube 
buildings from different perspectives 

Session 2.5: Assessment: 
Drawing Silhouettes 
Activity: City Views 
Student Activity Book p 33 
FA.  
INTERVENTION: 
Discussion: Different Views 
Refer to: 
Student Activity Book p 33 
Assessment Activity: Drawing 
Silhouettes  
Assessment: Drawing Silhouettes, 
M16-M17 
FA.  
INTERVENTION: 
Practice 
Student Activity Book p 34 

 

ASSESSMENT  Assessment Checklist: Drawing 
Silhouettes, M18 

 

Investigation 3: Understanding Volume  (5 days) 

Investigation 3:  
Vocabulary 

rectangular prism   

Session 3.1: 
Students will 

● Find the number of cubes (volume) 
that will fit into the box made by a 
given pattern 

Session 3.1: How Many Cubes? 
Activity: Introducing How Many 
Cubes? 
The Packaging Factory, T78 
Three Quarter-Inch Grid Paper, M21 
Activity: How Many Cubes? 
How Many Cubes, T79 
Student Activity Book p 35 
FA.  
INTERVENTION: 
Discussion: Counting Cubes 
Refer to: 
Student Activity Book p 35 
Practice 
Student Activity Book p 36 
Homework 

  
FA.  
INTERVENTION: 
EXTENSION: 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jcElWR1FyVld0ck8tZHJYQlk5bW9LazhuRkdJ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jbXdSaEJWVGczaWx5U1pEQlFxWldDUWozYjBj
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jMWRpNkgzMmhRblM1VlJ0c25ZZG5qMVpQdHg0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FqRuWa9fyekxzve6nd7IR07isL0J8yK6
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FqRuWa9fyekxzve6nd7IR07isL0J8yK6
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jMzVpbEJrUnJfTXpWOHFFZ1J5b3Z5MDlCRUxz
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1UWbGx4sZw45J_ou5iY8sQQEbVlQtTAEn
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1UWbGx4sZw45J_ou5iY8sQQEbVlQtTAEn
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HN8_4hLoyJUPVO6kXxQktfMcyfFLPjQb
https://drive.google.com/open?id=18HhJdn9K2QZhzpcOKYZjqcNvYZsjbfxG
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qJuCZqF1eKBDOVkTe6wdvyDfd5GEQutr
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jUjBUM3JKam9ibzkwM2dnTk5tcmZYTlJldVZz
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jaG01N0h5QUJORm1DUUVIUDFtMGVmdV9NSXln


Student Activity Book p 37 

Session 3.2: 
Students will 

● Design patterns for boxes that hold a 
given number of cubes (volume) 

● See that cubes filling a rectangular 
prism can be decomposed into 
congruent layers 

Session 3.2:Patterns from the 
Bottom Up 
Discussion: Patterns From the Bottom 
Up 
Making Boxes from the Bottom Up, 
T81 
Student Activity Book p 39 
Activity: Designing Box Patterns 
Student Activity Book p 40 
Student Activity Book p 41 
Student Activity Book p 42 
FA.  
INTERVENTION: 
Practice 
Student Activity Book p 43 
Homework 
Student Activity Book p 44 

 
 

Session 3.3:  
Students will 

● See that cubes filling a rectangular 
prism can be decomposed into 
congruent layers 

● Develop a strategy for determining 
the volume of rectangular prisms 

● Double the number of cubes for a 
given box and consider how that 
changes the dimensions of the 
original box  

Session 3.3: Volume of Boxes 
Math WorkShop: Finding Volume 
Student Activity Book p 45 

● Finding the Volume of More 
Boxes 

Student Activity Book p 46 
Student Activity Book p 48 
FA.  
INTERVENTION: 

● Building Boxes from the 
Bottom Up 

FA.  
INTERVENTION: 
EXTENSION: 

● Double the Number of Cubes 
Student Activity Book p 47 
Discussion: Strategies for Finding 
Volume 
Practice 
Student Activity Book p 49 
Homework 
Student Activity Book p 50 

 
 

Session 3.4: 
Students will 

● See that cubes filling a rectangular 
prism can be decomposed into 
congruent layers 

● Develop a strategy for determining 
the volume of rectangular prisms 

● Double the number of cubes for a 
given box and consider how that 

Session 3.4: Volume of Boxes, 
continued 
Math WorkShop: Finding Volume 

● Finding the Volume of More 
Boxes 

● Building Boxes from the 
Bottom Up 

● Double the Number of Cubes 
Discussion:  Strategies for Finding 

Geoboards 
rubberbands 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jbU1PcHl1T1pCVE1Ua1dVbldBRmRvVDRsZ3VB
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fC0VHFK9yLkMuqhAEcj0fhhvHXVakDhP
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fC0VHFK9yLkMuqhAEcj0fhhvHXVakDhP
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jMm9IRE93QklWMDMzRktNckdzQXVZcy1iS3dr
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jeUtvd09KNklfQjdoTDB2dW1iQk9pUXNYNUZZ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jYmhHR0FGSFdacTFXRjhCMDlfa1BEWnhKSXlF
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jTVFKLXZ3ZmVIS2JRNnBtMGszdlJhNkpIT1R3
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jZlNYcnJZNHNZUFZEaHBEMjYwTEc2Q3g2YWlB
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jNWxUSmdnU2VDdHZEXzQzTzlDdGZLa0xrY1A0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jZkNWMFcyaUhMSGZMX2tYeURTNUctOVNCUXQ4
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jVm5GRzRLUHJjWk9aOHRxdmNRMVpxVThpRFJN
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jakJ3MUxpdy1CYnRnWDl4VEZ3X203MWk1UWM4
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jb0FoOVVMTFltY0lNYVctc1JUWUVvZWNCVGJV
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jTmtpOWRXbDdTNmU2WFV1SW1Qb3A3ZVo2MnBv
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jaUpwb1F0cWJadWpTX3NieGQ5TEdaRFNZanpR


changes the dimensions of the 
original box 

Volume, continued 
Practice 
Student Activity Book p 51 

Session 3.5:  ASSESSMENT 
Students will 

● Draw silhouettes of 3-D Buildings 
from different perspectives 

● Find the volume of cube buildings 

Session 3.5: End-of-Unit 
Assessment 
Assessment Activity: End-of-Unit 
Assessment 
End-of-Unit Assessment, M23-M25 
Practice 
Student Activity Book p 52 

 

  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jT2NHVUhSTmlMbWhjYjFwY2xtYWFocWJ1YkFJ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qO14pDBt_WoFGSiEDeqxN9ogUoxViOUO
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7506_Nlho0jRmowZ3l3YndDRkVFek5hWVhvVkdEXzhHZEhr

